Testimonial following Two Week Improv Residency for K – 6 by Piti Theatre Company

"Shutesbury Elementary School collaborated with Jonathan and Jonah from Piti Theatre and had a phenomenal experience. Jonathan planned with our teachers to provide a 2 week Artist-in-Residence experience for all students centered around improvisation skills. Each class at SES was able to meet with Jonathan and Jonah 4-6 times in 45 minute long classes and learn and perform different games and improv strategies. The students absolutely loved their time learning, listening to, performing and creating improv. Jonathan and Jonah had a kind and engaging learning style. Students gave us positive feedback about this experience. Our students expressed that they learned how to listen and engage deeply with each other, observe body language and appreciate humor and clever storytelling. Our experience with the Piti Theater Residency was fabulous!"

- Jackie Mendonsa
Principal, Shutesbury Elementary School